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Orbit closures and rank schemes
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Abstract. Let 4 be a finitely generated associative algebra over an algebraically closed field
k, and consider the vanety mod^ (k) of 4-module structures on In case 4 is of finite

representation type, equations defining the closure (9m are known for M e mod^(k), they
are given by rank conditions on suitable matnces associated with M We study the schemes

defined by such rank conditions for modules over arbitrary 4, companng them with similar
schemes defined for representations of quivers and obtaining results on singulanties One of our
main theorems is a descnption of the ideal of (9m for a representation M of a quiver of type

a result Lakshmibai and Magyar established for the equionented quiver of type in [12]

Mathematics Subject Classification (2010). Pnmary 14L30, Secondary 14B05, 16G20,
16G70
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1. Introduction

Throughout the paper, denotes an algebraically closed field of arbitrary character-

istic. By abuse of notation, a /:-scheme X and lts functor of points, i.e. the functor
from the category of commutative /:-algebras to the category of sets sendmg X to the

set of morphisms Spec(R) -> X, will be denoted by the same symbol. Any scheme

X considered m the paper will be of finite type over £. In fact, X (£) can be viewed
as the set of closed points of the scheme X.

Let J e N. We denote by Mj the /:-scheme of J x J-matrices and by GL^ the

group ^-scheme of mvertible J x J-matnces. Let 4 be a finitely generated associative
/:-algebra with a unit. The module scheme mod^ can be easily descnbed m terms of
lts functor of pomts

mod^[(tf) Homk aig (M (/?)).
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The name is justified by the fact that mod^ (£) can be identified with the set of ^4-

module structures on the vector space The scheme mod^ is affine and of finite

type over so its coordinate ring £[modj[] is a finitely generated (commutative)

/:-algebra. The group scheme GL^ acts on mod^ via

(g*M)(a) g-M(a)-g"^.

Given Af G mod^ (£), we denote its GL^ (£)-orbit by 0m- If we view the points of
mod^ (£) as d-dimensional ^4-modules, then 0m consists of all modules in mod^ (£)
isomorphic toM. By abuse of notation, we treat 0m and its closure 0m as reduced
subschemes of mod^.

It is an open problem to describe the ideal of 0m or even to exhibit polynomials
having 0m as their zero set. We now present some polynomials vanishing on 0m
Given TV e mod^ and a x g-matrix a with coefficients in ^4 we define the

x g<i-matrix
•••

and then any point TV G 0m satisfies the condition

rk 7V(a) < rk Af(a),

which means that all minors of size 1 + rk Af(a) of the matrix Af(a) vanish. These
minors can be interpreted as elements of the coordinate algebra ä; [mod^ ] (see Section 3

for details). Let Jm be the ideal in ä; [mod^] generated by such minors, where a varies

over the set of all matrices with coefficients in A Then Cm Spec(£[modj[]/ Jm)
is a closed GL^-subscheme of mod^ containing 0m.

When ^4 is a finite dimensional algebra, these rank conditions are directly related
to the so-called Hom-order considered extensively before, for instance in [4], [5],
[13], [15]. In fact, if M,7V <= mod^(Jfc), M <hom W if and only if IV e Cm (Jfc).

It is known that (CM)red in special cases, e.g. if ^4 is a representation-finite
algebra [15] or a tarne concealed algebra [4]. However, (CM)red strictly contains

0m in general; the first example is due to Carlson [13]. Moreover, Cm need not be
reduced even if (CM)red ®Af • This occurs already for the algebra ^4 £[x]/(x^)
of dual numbers and dimension J 2 (see Example 3.7 for details).

Our goal in this article is to study the scheme Cm in its own right. We now roughly
describe the content of every section.

In Section 2 we define rank ideals and present tools used later. The definition of
the scheme Cm is given in Section 3, along with a reduction of the set of matrices a
to be considered. In fact, a /? x g-matrix a with coefficients in ^4 yields a morphism
Vß : ^ -> and two matrices a and a' yield the same rank conditions if and
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Vß/ have isomorphic cokernels. In Section 4, we define analogous rank schemes for
quiver representations and use them in Section 5 to extend Bongartz' results on a

geometric version of the Morita equivalence to rank schemes.

In [12], Lakshmibai and Magyar proved a result which turns out to be equivalent
to the following (see Section 4): If Af is a representation of an equioriented Dynkin
quiver of type A, then Cm (CM)red ®m- In [17], the second author introduced
so-called hom-controlled exact functors. This tool allowed him to show that some

types of singularities in orbit closures of modules over two different algebras coincide.
In Section 6 we study hom-controlled exact functors for rank schemes, and we obtain
one of our main results, a generalization of the result above to representations of
Dynkin quivers of type A, not necessarily equioriented (see Theorem 6.4). Thus the
ideal defining 0m is now known for Dynkin quivers of type A; it is an open question
whether this result can be generalized to representations of arbitrary Dynkin quivers.

The main advantage of the scheme Cm over 0m is that its tangent space at some
TV G 0m has a module theoretic interpretation; we will explain this in Section 7 and

use it in Section 8 to study the regularity of Cm at AC Under the assumption that the

algebra is representation-finite, we will characterize the Singular locus of Cm The
motivation is that the knowledge of the Singular locus for Cm helps to describe the

Singular locus for the orbit closure 0m- We will show in a forthcoming paper that in
fact both loci coincide if Af is a nilpotent representation of an oriented cycle.

Acknowledgements. We would like to thank the Swiss Science Foundation for its

support. This article was written while the second author was visiting the University
of Berne; he also gratefully acknowledges support from the Research Grant No. N
N201 269135 of the Polish Ministry of Science and High Education.

2. Rank ideals

Throughout the section R denotes a commutative ring. Let be the affine scheme

of /? x g-matrices, and fix 0 G M^x^CR) and £ G {1,..., min(/?,#)}. Following
[7], 1B, we denote by A (^0 the ideal in R generated by the minors of 0 of size L
It will be convenient to define /o(t/) R and A(C/) 0 for £ > min(/?, #). Thus

we have

* /o(CO 2/i(C0 2/2(t0 2-.
We first collect a few properties of /*(£/).

Lemma 2.1. Lef 0 G M^x#(R) ßnJ F G M^xr(^)- TAen

c /,(//) n/,(K).

Rroo/ Recall that, given a matrix IT G Myx^(^) and the corresponding R-homo-
morphism C/: R^ -> R^ the entries of the matrix of the R-homomorphism
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A'(C/): A'(Z?^') -> A'(Z?^') with respect to the Standard bases are just the x(-
minors of VT. For two subsets X c {1,..., p'}, L c {1,..., g'} of the same

cardinality, we denote the minor of 1F corresponding to rows in X and columns in L
by Using the functoriality of A', we obtain

dct(t/ K)a-.,v ^ det LA.l det Kl.w
L

for any two subsets X c {1,..., p}, X c {1,...,r} of cardinality f, where L ranges
over all subsets of {1 of cardinality L Our claim follows.

Lemma 2.2. [/, F 1F Z?£ wzYZz m Z?, wZzere X 1F

are /mw/ZWe s/ze £Zz<2/^Zz£ prodwct Z7F1F ex/sfa. TZzen Z^ (Z7F1F) Z*(F).

Proo/ Apply Lemma 2.1 to K' 7/ KIL and to K 7/~' 1"IL"L

We leave the proof of the next lemma to the reader. Given two matrices [/ and F
we set 17 © L o f )•

Lemma 2.3. TFe Zzave /?(£/ 0 F) ^(^0^-/(^0- ^par/ZcwZar, z/F A ^
zdenftYy raa/Wx o/size s < Z, /?(£/ 0 F) Z^_y(Z7).

3. Definition and first properties of

Let d be a finitely generated associative Z:-algebra and <Z e N. The coordinate
algebra £[modj[] can be constructed as follows: Choosing generators ,...,öy of
d we obtain an isomorphism of d with the quotient of a free Z:-algebra £(xi,..., x,.)
by a two-sided ideal /. We consider r<Z^ independent variables x- ^,

Z < r, z, y < <Z,

arranged into r matrices X/ (d; y) of size J x J. Then £[mod^] is the quotient

of the polynomial algebra £[x- y] by the ideal generated by the entries of the J x <Z-

matrices p(Xi,..., X^), p E </. Let X^ be the dement in mod^(/:[mod^]) defined

by the equalities X(py) X/forZ < r. WecallX^ a universal module in mod^, as it
satisfies the following universal property: For any commutative Z:-algebra Z? and any
dement X e mod^ (Z?) there is a unique algebra homomorphism <p: £[modj[] -> Z?

such that X mod^ (<p)(Xj^).
The coordinate algebra ^[M^x#] is the polynomial algebra with z < p,

j <^f. We denote by ^ M^x# the closed subscheme of "matrices of rank at

most r" defined by the ideal A+i(F) c Z:[M^x^]for7 (y;,y) G M^x^CMM^x#]).
Let rz (py,y) be a p x g matrix with coefficients in d. The assignment

pV(fli,i) •••
IV i-> W(a)

\X(a^i) ••• X(py>^)y
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leads to a regulär morphism 0^: mod^ -> For an A-module Af G

mod^(/:), we set

vo /CA—1 \Cm,« — 0«

Note that Üm,ö Spec(A'[mod^]/Iw.«), where Im,ö ^i+rkM(a)(^i(o)) C

A [mod^ ].

Lemma 3.1. TTze swZ?scZz£ra£ ^ mod^ A MaZ?Z£ wmfer GL^.

Proo/ Fix a commutative Z:-algebra iL We need to show that ZV G and

g G GL^(i?) implies g * ZV G ^ö(Z?), or equivalently that all r x r-minors of
(g * A0(a) vanish, where r 1 + rkZW(fo). But 7r(g * ZV(a)) /r(ZV(a)) by
Lemma 2.2 as

/g-1 0 ••• 0 \
0 g-1 ••• 0

\ 0 0 ••• g '/
(g * N)(a)

/g 0

o g

0\
0

JV(a)

\o 0 £/

We dehne the rank scheme associated to ZW as

where a ranges over all /? x g-matrices with coefhcients in A for all /? and g. Thus

Cm is the closed GL^-subscheme of mod^ dehned by Jm Im,ö. Note that

isomorphic modules dehne the same rank scheme.

Sending ö G d to the A-homomorphism : A -> A, Vß(Z>) & • a dehnes a

bijection from A to Hom^(^4, A). Given a /? x g-matrix a with coefhcients
in A, we dehne an A-homomorphism

(Va ,•

V: ^ X«.

This gives a bijection between the set of /? x g-matrices with coefhcients in A and

the space Hom^(^4^, A^). Moreover, for a g x s-matrix Z> with coefhcients in A we
get

V£ % ° V-

Lemma 3.2. a' anJ a" Z?£ ftvo wzYZz zn A Z/JZze cofemeZs

Coker(v^/) and Coker(iv/) are AAöraorpZz/c ^Zz^n Jm,«' Jm,«"-

As a consequence, we obtain a well dehned scheme Cm,l for any hnitely presented
Amodule L by choosing a presentation
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and setting • Note that p| where L ranges over represen-
tatives of all isomorphism classes of finitely presented ^4-modules.

Proo/o/TAe Zeraraa. Let a' and a" be two matrices with coefficients in ^4 of sizes

/?i x and /?2 x #2, respectively. Setting /1 and /2 we obtain two
^4-homomorphisms

A. and
/2

We assume that there is an ^-isomorphism £: Coker(/i) -> Coker(/2). We claim
that there are matrices & and c with coefficients in ^4 such that

(o 1^J - 0

0
• c.

Using the property that free ^4-modules are projective we obtain the following com-
mutative diagram with exact rows

/*

/

/l .^«1

Ä'

gl

/2

/1

/'

.^«1

g2

gl

Coker(/i) > 0

- f

Coker(/2) ^ 0

r*
•Coker(/i) > 0.

In particular,

A7l=/2Ä, /'/2 /l/. (3.1)

and giZ'A' gi. The latter implies that Im(l — Z'A') is contained in Im(/i), and

consequently 1 — Z'A' factors through /i. From this, and by symmetry, we get two
^4-homomorphisms </9;: -> Z 1,2, such that

Z'A' + /i^i — l^i ^nd A'Z' + ^2^2 — 1*4^2.

We conclude from (3.1) and (3.2) that

(7i o \ /7m -/'W
\ 0 i^«2 / \ Ä' U«2 y v

We get the claim by choosing matrices A and c such that

(3.2)

^l^i o

0 /2)-(i

(7i n
V-Ä ^2/

and v. ä' n«2;
•
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Let X Xjj^ be a universal module for mod^. The claim implies that

' (T X(a")) *(c).

By Lemmas 2.1 and 2.3, we know that

for any £ > Applying the functor Hom^(—, Af) we obtain the exact

sequences

0 -» Horru(Coker(/i), M) -» Hom^(yl«', M) Hoiru(v4^, M),

0 -» Hom^(Coker(/2), M) -» Hom^ (y4^, M) > Hom^O^, M).

Let u; dim^ Hom^(Coker(/i), M) diny Hom^(Coker(/2), M). Identifying
the space Hoiru(yL, Af) with ägN, we get

Hom^(iy. M) A/(a') and Hom^(vy,M) Af(a").

Consequently,

rk(M(a')) — u;, rk(M(a")) t/#2 u;

and

^1+J^i— u; (^(Ü. ^ ^l+^2~a; —

In a similar way we prove the reverse inclusion, which finishes the proof.

Lemma 3.3. Lbr/zmteZypresented yLraodwZ^ Li and L2, we Zzave Jm,Li 0L2 ^
^M,Li + JM,L2-

Proo/ We fix matrices a' and a" with coefficients in ^4 such that the cokernels of

vy and vy are isomorphic to Li and L2, respectively. Let ri rk(M(a')) and

r2 rk(M(a"))> and set X X^. Using the fact that

Ä W) 2 /i(tf) 2 /2(a) 2
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for any matrix [/ with coefficients in a commutative ring Z?, we get from Lemma 2.3

-Zm,Li®L2

1+T1+T2

E ^W))'/l+ri+r2-fW))
ri 1+ri +r2

£ Wfe'))
/ l+ri

+ ^l+ri(^(ß.O) — + <^Af,ö'

=-TW.Li +-TM,L2- n

Let Lbea finitely presented A-module. Then the space Hom^(L, Af) is finite
dimensional, and we choose a basis /i,..., We denote by the kernet of the

map

r CA,...,/*)'
L > Af

Note that does not depend on the choice of the basis /i,...,
Lemma 3.4. Lfamg afeove nota/Zon, we /zave Jm,l ^

Proo/ As there is an injective A-homomorphism from L/L^ to AP, the module

L/is finite dimensional and thus finitely presented, as A is finitely generated.
We may choose presentations of L and of L/for which there is a commutative
diagram

^ ^ > L » 0

A' — >- L/Lm >- 0

with exact rows.
From Vß o we see that ö Aoc. Note that the injection from L/L^

to AP induces an isomorphism from F1oitu(L/Lm, Af) to Hom^(L, Af) and thus

rk(M(a)) rk(M(c)). By Lemma 2.1 we conclude that

iM.L -?M,ö ^1+rk M(a)OCl (ß))

/l+rkM(«)(^®oZi(c))
i= ^1 +rk M(c) (^4 (0) -Tw,c

Next we study the behavior of rank schemes under an algebra homomorphism
</9: A -> ZL For a /? x g-matrix a (A;j) with coefficients in A, we denote
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the correspondmg /? x g-matrix with coefficients m 2? by </9(a) Any
2?-module can be considered as an A-module via </9; we will wnte for the A-
module correspondmg to the 2?-module #M. In addition, </9 mduces a regulär GL^-
morphism <^: mod^ -> mod^ defined by [<^(ZV)](A) ZV(<^(a)), which is a

closed Immersion lf </9 is surjective. If <2 dim^ Af, then </9^(0gM) Ö4M, and

consequently ^ (</9^)~* A similar result holds for rank schemes.

Lemma 3.5. ZxV 99: A —> Z? /;<? z//z aZg^Zzra /loraoraorpfera <7/zcZ /rV M Zz^Zozzg

mod^(/:). TZzezz

2jf </9 Zs swzyec/zve, ^Zz£ ßZzove ZzzcZz/sZozz Zs zzzz egzzzzZZ/y.

Proo/ Note that 0<p(a) 0« o and 5M(^(a)) ^M(A) for a 2?-module ßM,
and thus ^m,#>(o) (</)"* (^m,(o))-

The algebra 2? A / Ann Af is finite dimensional, bemg a subalgebra of End^ (Af).
By the above lemma, we can work over the finite dimensional algebra 2? A / Ann Af
mstead of A and consider Af as a 2?-module. For a finite dimensional algebra, any
finitely presented module is isomorphic to a direct sum of mdecomposables, and we
obtam the followmg consequence.

Corollary 3.6. A Z?£ ^ZzzZte dZramsZozzßZ, zzzzJ Z^ dC Z?£ <2 corapZ^te 0/ pzzZr-

wZs£ zzozz-Z^omorpZzZc Zzz<i£C6>ra/?6>s<2Z?Z£ A-modz/Z^ wZzZcZz czzzz Z?£ e/?zZ?ecZcZecZ Zzzto^ZzzZte

o/M. TTz^zz

LeX

We construct on a simple but mstructive example.

Example 3.7. Let A £[£] — £[x]/(x^) be the algebra of dual numbers and

Af: A -> M2(ä:) be the unique algebra homomorphism satisfymg Af(e) [ q],
so that the correspondmg module is isomorphic to ^ A. Choosmg £ as a generator of
A, we identify the coordmate algebra £[mod^] with

Z:[xi,i,xi,2,X2,i,X2,2]/(entries of J )•

The set d£ considered m the previous corollary consists of two modules: Af and

lts one-dimensional simple submodule denoted by *S. In fact, any mdecomposable
A-module is isomorphic to either Af or S, so the algebra A is representation finite
and therefore (Cm) red Öm, as mentioned m the mtroduction. Smce Af is free as

an A-module, we have a free presentation 0 A^^A* M ^ 0 givmg us no

condition, i.e. Jm,m 0. Thus choosmg a free presentation A* —A* -> S -> 0
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and denotmg by x^y the residue class of x^y m the coordmate algebra £[mod^], we
get

r r r / ^1 1 ^1 2 \ 7 /^ll ^12\ / / *1 1 *1 2 \ \-*M -iM,S G+rk M(£> ^ JC2 1 JC2 2 J -*2 ^X2 1 X2 2 j V*2 1 Ä2 2 J J-

Obviously the trace of ^ ^ ^ does not belong to Jm (but lts third power does),
y ^2 1 -^2 2 y

so the ideal Im is not radical and Cm is not reduced.

4. Rank schemes for representations of quivers

We first recall the classical definition of the representation space of a quiver with
relations for a given dimension vector, acted upon by a product of general linear

groups, and then view this space as the /:-points of an affine scheme with the action
of a group scheme.

Let 2 (öo, öi,£, 0 be a Amte quiver, i.e. a finite set 2o of vertices and a

finite set 2i of arrows er sa -> where sa and denote the startmg and the

termmatmg vertex of a, respectively. A representation of 2 over /: is a collection
(X(z); z G 2o) of finite dimensional vector spaces together with a collection

(X(a): X(sa) -> X(Ya); a G 2i) of ^-linear maps. A morphism /: X -> F
between two representations is a collection (/(0: X(z) -> F(z)) of ^-linear maps
such that

/(Ja) o X(a) F(a) o /(ya) for all of G 2i •

The dimension vector of a representation X of 2 is the vector

dimX (dimX(O)

We denote the category of representations of 2 by rep(2), and for any vector
(</,) G Nßo,

repß(^)
o-eßi

is the affine space of representations X of 2 with X(z) g 2o- The group

GLrf (fc) P[ GL^ (fc)

acts on repg (X) by

(te,)**)(a) g,«°*(aW7of
Note that the GL</(X)-orbit of X, denoted by 0^, consists of the representations F
m repg (X) which are isomorphic to X.
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Let £<2 denote the path algebra of <2- The paths in 2 form a £-basis of £<2,
and two paths are multiplied by juxtaposing them if possible and they have product 0

otherwise. In each vertex i of 2 we have the trivial path £^ of length zero. Note that

is a decomposition of 1 into a sum of pairwise orthogonal idempotents and that
• £2 * £/ is the vector subspace consisting of the linear combinations tu of paths

starting from vertex y and terminating at L We will write s(&>) y and £(&>) L
For any representation X G repg (X) the ^ x r/y -matrix X(&>) is defined in the obvious

way. If / is a two-sided ideal of /:2> one can restrict the category rep(2) to the füll
subcategory rep(2, -0 consisting of the representations annihilated by /. The pair
(2,«/) is called a bound quiver if / is an admissible ideal, i.e. (&2+)^ ^ ^
(^2+)^ for some X > 2, where /:2+ Stands for the ideal in ^2 spanned by the

paths of positive length.
The affine scheme rep^ is defined as

*®pß n
«6Ö1

and has the polynomial ring
Mrepg] /v'K,]

as its coordinate ring, where a ranges over 2i» ^ over {1,..., d/«}, and / over

{1,..., A universal representation X^ is given by X^ (a) (v^). The group
scheme

GL,/ f] GL^

acts on repg by the same formula as above. If / is an ideal in /:2> the closed GL,/-
subscheme rep^ ^ is defined by the vanishing of Xg (tu) for any tu G £j • / • £,, where

z, y vary over the set 2o-
Now we are ready to define the rank subscheme Xm of rep^ associated with a

representation Af G repg(X): Let G N, consider two sequences (wi,... Wp)

and (iq,..., i^) of vertices in 2o and ayx g-matrix tu (&>z,y) such that each

belongs to £^ • ^2 *
• The assignment

••• W(ü>i,*)\
TV h> TV(®)

\TVK,i) ••• TV(o)^)/

leads to a regulär morphism

Gö;. repg ^
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where // and g' We keep track in &>;j of the vertices and w,

even if 0. For Af G repg(A), 0^(M) is a // x ^^-matrix with coefficients in
We set

<vo /Ov—1 \ v? 6A)> — I |

where o; ranges over all possible matrices of paths with all possible sets of starting
and terminating vertices. Note that Spec(£[repg]/2m,w)> where Jm,w ^
/:[repg] is the ideal generated by all minors of size 1 + rk0^(M) of the matrix

0^(Xg), and that Cm Spec(A [rep^ ]/Jm), where Jm We leave the

necessary adjustments for quivers with relations to the reader.

All results presented before in the context of module scheme have a corresponding
version in terms of representations of bound quivers (2, /). The main difference is

that instead of finitely generated free presentations of modules we consider projective
presentations of representations using the projectives (£<2/-0 * £/> * ^ öo- In
particular, if 2 is an equioriented Dynkin quiver of type A„,

^ «1 «2 ««-1
2 : 1 —> 2 —> • • • > /i,

/ 0, afy _iOfy _2 • • • af/ and Af is a representation in rep^ (£), then

Im Im,(ov,,:) Z ^l+rk(M(ft)y,,))(^g(«y,i))-

Thus Jm is exactly the ideal generated by determinantal conditions as considered by
Lakshmibai and Magyar in [12]. Therefore we can reformulate their main result as

follows:

Theorem 4.1. m rep^ (£), w/zere 2 ^ egw/önented

Dyn/cm gw/ver o//y/?e A. TTzen ZJ^aZ Jm Z.S raJ/caZ anJ CM 0M-

5. A geometric version of Morita equivalence for rank schemes

The purpose of this section is to relate rank schemes for quiver representations to
rank schemes for modules over algebras.

Let dbea finite dimensional algebra, and let Si,..., S? be representatives for
the isomorphism classes of simple A-modules. The Grothendieck group Ao(A) can
be identified with Z**, and the dimension vector dimA G Z^ of a finite dimensional
A-module A is the vector

dimAf e ÄTo(/4),
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where J/ is the multiplicity of S/ in any composition series for A. If G A is a

primitive idempotent such that is a projective cover for S/, we have

t// dim^ Hoiru(A^, A) rkA(e^).

By [9] or Lemma 1 of [3], there is a connected component mod^ of the scheme

mod^, characterized by the fact that

mod^(Ä;) {A G mod^(Ä;) : dimA r/ j

for any vector (t/i,..., t/?) G NL

Lemma 5.1. Lbr Af G mod^ (£) /zave Cm c mod^.

Proo/ As mod^ is a connected component in mod^, it suffices to show that Cm (£) c
mod^(A:). Let TV G Cm(^), and set dimA rf' Considering the
ideal /m, (<?/)> where (e*) is the 1 x 1-matrix having the idempotent defined above as

its entry, we get that

rf/ rk(7V(^)) < rf/ rkM(e')>

for / 1,... ,5. But

J dim^ M ^ <7/ dim^ S/ dim^ A ^ <7/ dim^ S/,

/=i /=i

andthusrf' rf.

Let i? be a maximal semisimple subalgebra of A. We know that

5 ~ nM,w,
/=i

where we set «/ dim^ S/. Denote by e- •, / 1,..., s, i, y 1,the
canonical basis of i?, and set e J]/=i i- Then eAe is a basic algebra Morita
equivalent to A. There is a quiver 2 with the set of vertices {1,..., s} together with
an admissible ideal / in £<2 and an algebra isomorphism O: eAe £<2// such

that <£(^1,1) £/ + «/.

The inclusion </9: i? -> A of£-algebras inducesaregulär morphism </9^ : mod^ ->
mod^, which restricts to a regulär GL^-equivariant morphism /?: mod^ -> mod^.
Bongartz showed in [3] that the über of some special element A G mod^ is isomorphic
to repg ^. In fact, he proved that /? is a über bündle with über A. We now recall
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his construction and describe explicitly a closed immersion 77: rep^ ^ -> mod^

which is an isomorphism onto First we need some more notation.
Recall that d ft/tf?/. According to the decomposition

u EE 4.
/<s ?<«/

into a sum of primitive orthogonal idempotents, we subdivide arfx d-matrix VF first
into "large" blocks, the block VF^ being of size «// J// x /?///d///, /', /" < s, and

then we subdivide each block VF' '' into blocks, the block VF^ y being of
size d// x J///, i < «//, 7 < «///. In order to handle these blocks we introduce the
obvious injective scheme morphisms

// ///
t,,} : Mj, /', /" < 5, < «/,, 7 < «///.

We dehne a subfunctor £ of mod^ by ii(R)(e^) for a commutative
A-algebra R, where denotes the identity matrix in M„ (R). So £ is a closed point
of the scheme mod^. Using the decomposition of an element 0 Gi,

« (E E <'.)•«•(E EC)= E E E

and the fact that • a • ej'j belongs to eAe, we dehne the scheme morphism

>7: rep^ y -> modj, (??7V)(a) ^ JE

Then 77 is an isomorphism onto /?"* (£"). Note that if we view elements of rep^ ^ (A)

and mod^ (A) as representations and modules, respectively, then the map

??(X): repg -> mod^(fc)

is in accordance with an equivalence between the category of representations of
(2,«/) and the category of A-modules.

Proposition 5.2. WzYA tAe ßAove nota/fons Aßve

^ rep^ y

/or ßny Af G repg /(A).

Proo/ The result is a consequence of the following two facts.
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(1) For any /?xg-matrix a with coefficients in A there are //+#' vertices w i,...,
t>i,..., ty of <2 andelementso;//^/ G yielding&>(a) (&>/',y)
such that

(2) For any //, g', any vertices wi,..., i>i,..., ly of 2 and any elements

^r,Z' ^ * £iy/ with tu (&>;/j/), there is a // x g'-matrix a (tu) with
coefficients in A such that

7? ^77 M,«(&>)•

In order to prove (1) we first construct tw(a) for a G A such that A(tw(a))
(?7A)(A) for A G repg We set // g' « J]/=i ^/> choose W(/,/)
/ G <2o for / 1,... 1,... ,«5, and set o; (&>(/',/),(AZ)) with

®(/',!),(/",./)(«) ' « * 4"l) ^ «/' • • «/"•

By the definition of 77, we have

(>?A0(a)= L L X) <f(W(<r«-4'i))) ^(«))-
/',/"<£/<«// y<w///

as desired. For a /? x g-matrix a (A/'jO with coefficients in A, we set tw(a)

j/)). As above, we conclude that

(??A0(a) N(&>(a)).

In particular, r 1 + rk(^M)(a) 1 + rkM(w(ö)). As a consequence we
obtain that, for any commutative /:-algebra Z?, A(A(o;(A))) 0 if and only if
/r(07ZV)(o)) 0, for any A G rep^ /(Z?), which is equivalent to Em,ö)(ö)(^)

For the proof of (2), we set a(tü) (<t>~*£ü//j/) for tu For any
commutative /:-algebra Z? and any A G rep^ ^ (Z?), the only possibly non-zero entries

of the <Z x <Z-matrix (y/A)(0~^tw//^-/) (A(&>^/,iy/)) sit in the small block in
the upper left corner of the big block corresponding to /' w//, /" v//. Therefore
the rows and the columns of the //<Z x gW-matrix (^A)(a(tü)) can be permuted in
such a way that the upper left corner becomes A(tw) and all other entries are zero.
In other words, there are invertible matrices, in fact permutation matrices, 1/ and F
such that

• O^)(o(äj)) • r JJ).

Then clearly r 1 + rk(?7M)(a(o;)) 1 + rk A/(&>) and by Lemma 2.2 we have

7r((^)(a(®))) /, 7,(JV(a>)).
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Therefore /r(A(o/)) 0 if and only if /r((^?^)(a(o;))) 0, and we conclude that

*(*>))(£).

Following Hesselink (see (1.7) in [11]) we call two pointed schemes (X, xo) and

(2/, jo) smoothly equivalent if there are smooth morphisms /:Z^X,g:Z^2/
sending a point zo G Z to xo and yo, respectively. This is an equivalence relation
and an equivalence class will be denoted by Sing(X,xo) and called the type of
singularity of X at xo. Assuming Sing(X,xo) Sing(2/,yo), the scheme X is

regulär (or reduced, normal, Cohen-Macaulay, respectively) at xo if and only if the

same is true for the scheme 2/ at yo (see [10], Section 17, for more Information about
smooth morphisms).

Theorem 5.3. 77: rep^ ^ -> mod^ Z?£ morp/zAm aZwve. Swppose

M and M' m repg ^(A) are snc/z M' Z^Zangs TZzen 77M' Z^Zangs

SingOS,= Sing(^M,M').

Proo/ The orbit map ^ : GL^ -> mod^ defined by ^ (g) g * £ is smooth and in-
duces an isomorphism of schemes GL^ / GL,/ -> mod^, where GL,/ n?=i gw,
is embedded into GL,/ via

5 «/

/=1i=l

It is not hard to see (compare e.g. [6]) that the diagram

GL</ x repg y —^ mod^

GW mod^ GW / GW

is a pullback, where tt is the projection to the first factor and A (g, A) g * 77 A. Note
that A is smooth as smoothness is preserved under base change. As A(A) is surjective
and thus contains 77M' in its image, it is enough to show that GL,/

Apair(g,A0 eGL,(Ä) xC77M(^) belongs to (A *CR), for a commutative
A-algebra /?, if and only if g * 77A e As by Lemma 2.2 (X) is stable
under GL^(i^), this is equivalent to 77A e which is in turn equivalent to
(g, A) G GLj(i^) x Cm(^) by Proposition 5.2.
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6. Hom-controlled exact functors

Let (£>: A —> i? be a homomorphism of finite dimensional algebras and ^9* : mod i? ->
mod A the induced change of scalars functor. For a iLmodule Af we will use the
notation Af and <^*(M) ^M. Thus Ö4M for any module Af
in mod^ (£).

Following [17], we call an exact functor : mod i? -> mod A hom-controlled,
if there is a bilinear form £: Xo(i?) x ^o(^) 2 such that

[£!/, - [I/, K]ß f (dim 17, dim K)

for any [/, F E mod iL Here and later on, we abbreviate dim^ Florng (I/, F) by
KU, for any [/, F E mod i? and similarly for A-modules.
Assume now that the functor </9* is hom-controlled. It follows from Theorem 1.1

of [17] that the restriction of

ögM —^ Ö4M

is a smooth morphism. The aim of this section is to show this is still true if we replace
the orbit closures by the rank schemes and C4M •

Let L be a finite dimensional A-module and Z E N. We choose a /? x g-matrix
ß such that Coker(v^) is A-isomorphic to L. Let mod^ ^ ^

be the closed subscheme

of mod^ defined by the ideal (X^ (ß)) in £[modj[]. The proof of Lemma 3.2

can easily be generalized to show that this ideal is determined uniquely by £ and the

isomorphism class of L. By (mod^ ^ ^ we denote the open subscheme of mod^ ^
whose /:-points are the modules X with [L, X]^ Z.

It has been proved in Section 4 of [17] that restricts to a smooth morphism
from mod^ to (mod^ ^ ^ for any e Xo(i?), where t/ is the common dimension

of all modules in mod^ and £ t/ + £ (dim i?, rf). We denote by

f: modß -* mod^a,/

the composition of this morphism with the open immersion into modj[ ^ ^ which is

still smooth.

Theorem 6.1. L^Z </9: A -> i? Z?£ an ßZgeferß /zomomorp/zAm swcZz zZzßZ <K Aß Zzora-

conZroZZed evßcZ/hßcZßr ßraZ^Dc Af E mod^U). TTzen zZze raßrpZz/sra ^ resZncZs Zß ß

raßrpZz/sra

M ^ ^4 M >

wZzZcZz Zs sraßßZZz.

Praß/ We know that is a subscheme of mod^. Thus the claim will be proved

if we can show that is a subscheme of modj[ ^ ^ where Z tZ + £ (dim i?, rf),
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and that
> or equivalently that

n modg

The first part is easy, because

[ßß,ßM]ß + f(dimß,dimM) 1

and consequently, 7i+^_f (a)) where a is a /? x g-matrix with
coefficients in A and with ^7? Coker v^. The inclusion
mod^ follows from Lemma 3.5 and Lemma 5.1. In order to prove the reverse inclusion
we will show that, for any P-module 5L, we have

-TbM„bL ^ &[modß] • + I(mod^) (6.1)

in ^[mod^], where J(mod^) is the ideal defining mod^.
Let Lbea finite dimensional P-module. Choosing a finite free presentation of
we obtain the exact sequence of A-modules

^ -^L -» 0

for some /?, g > 1 and apx g-matrix a with coefficients in A. We apply the tensor
functor 7? (8)^ (—) to get another exact sequence

Using the homomorphism </9 we have a left and a right A-module structure on
7?, and the functor can be identified with the functor ^7? 05 (—) as well as with
Horn^ (5 2?4, —). Observe that

7? 0,4 L Z? 0,4 ^ 7? 0,4 P L £2 0# L,

where £2 is the P-P-bimodule 7? 0^ P, and that for any P-module 7 we have

Hom^QL,^r) Horrig (4 ß <8>b L,Homß(ßß^,ßF))
— Horn^^^ 0^ P 05 L,5^)

Hom5(f2 0)5 L,5^).
As </9* is hom-controlled, we obtain

[fl 0B - [L,r]B f(dimL,dimr)
for any P-module 7.

Let {Pi,..., be a complete set of pairwise non-isomorphic indecomposable
projective P-modules and P; P;/ rad(P;) for / < 5. Note that {Pi,..., S^} is a

complete set of pairwise non-isomorphic simple P-modules.
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Let £(dim L, dim P;) for i < « and P^ ®; and let y; denote the
z'-th coordinate of dim 7. Then

[J>l 7] £ Äf • [/>, r] X) f (dim L, dim 5,-) • j,-
/ 1 / 1

£ (dim L, dim(^j^ £ (dim L, dim 7),
/ 1

and consequently,
[£2 ®sL,F] [L® Pi.r].

The latter holds for any finite dimensional P -module 7, hence £2 (g)# L ~ L 0 P^, by
Auslander's theorem. This implies that the ideal generated by (^)* equals

If Pl 0, the inclusion (6.1) clearly holds. Otherwise, choose matrices Z/ and
Z/' with coefficients in P such that the Coker(ry) ~ L and Coker(ry/) ~ P^. Let

ri rk Af(Z/), r2 rk Af(Z/'), and set X x|. Then

/l+n+r2 ^//)) 5 /i+n (*(£')) • ^ (*(&"))>

by Lemma 2.3. Obviously /i+n (X(Z/)) I^m^l and therefore

+ -T(modß) 5 + I(modß)).

Thus it suffices to show that

As (*(£")) + -T(modg) A[modg].

Let iVbea module in mod^(P). The condition that (X(Z/')) vanishes on X
means [P^, X] > [Pl, Af] while J(mod^) vanishes on A if and only if dim A
dim Af. Since dimX dim Af implies [Pl, X] [Pl, Af], there exists no point
X on which the ideal /^(XfP")) + J(mod^) vanishes.

Theorem 1.2 in [17] says that

Sing(05rM,^M') Sing(0M,M')

for a hom-controlled exact functor Af G mod^ (£) and Af g 0m- The proof can
be adapted to rank schemes, yielding the following result. The only slight difficulty
is taken care of by the lemma following the theorem. Recall that if Af is a point
of ^m(^), the modules Af and Af have the same dimension vector, and so do their
images .P (Af) and P (Af) under an exact functor.
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Theorem 6.2. Lc£ .F: mod i? -> mod A Z?c o Zzom-con/roZZcc? cvoc^/imctor omZ^Zv

M, M' G mod^F) vwYA M' g 0m- Lc£ £ Z?c £/zc common dZmcmnon vccfor o/FM
onc? FMA Zicn/Z/yZng FM onc? FM' vwYA £/zc corrcspomZZng cZcmcnfa Zn mod^ (F)
wc o&faZn ^Zzctf FM' G onc?

Sing(^M,^M') SingOfo.M').

Lemma 6.3. Lc£ i? C x D £/zc prodnc^ o/ on oZgcfera C vwYA o scmZsZmpZc

oZgcfera Z), Z?o£/zyZmYc dZmcmnonoZ, ^Zv o iFmodnZc M (Mi, M2), omZ c/zoosc

M' (M{, M^) G 77zcn wc Zzovc

SingOfo, M') Sing^Mi M().

ZVoo/ The easiest way to see this is to replace the algebras by quivers and relations

using Theorem 5.3. Then we have

C"m 'C*M| X '(?M2> ^M' X •

As Z) is semisimple, its quiver consists of some vertices but no arrows, and thus

^ {Ma} {M^}.

The above theorem remains true if modules are replaced by representations of
quivers, by Theorem 5.3. In particular, applying the theorem to the exact functors
constructed in [1] and [2] we may generalize Theorem 4.1 as follows.

Theorem 6.4. Lc£ M Z?c o rcprcscnta/Zon Zn rep^ (Z), w/zcrc 2 Zs o ZtynZZn gmvcr 0/
/ypc A. TZcn £/zc ZJcoZ Zs radZcoZ onc? 0^-

Let us describe the ideal Jm explicitly. We know from Corollary 3.6 that Jm
where L ranges over all indeeomposable representations of 2- Suppose

the underlying graph of 2 is

1 2 ••• n.

Independently of the orientations of the arrows, an indeeomposable L is given by an

interval L [Z, Z'] in [1, n], for some Z < Z': Eaeh vertex in [Z, Z'] is represented by
Z, eaeh arrow between such vertices by the matrix (1). Denote the füll subquiver of
2 with vertex set [Z, Z'] by 2 [/,/']• We associate with L the sequence Z < iq < • • • <
F? 5 of all sources of 2 [/,/'] and the sequence Z — 1 <ni < • • • < rq? < Z' + 1

consisting of all sinks in 2[/,/'] distinct from Z, Z' in addition to

Z — 1 if 1 < Z and there is an arrow Z — 1 <— Z G 21 >

Z' + 1 if Z' < n and there is an arrow Z' -> Z' + 1 G 2i •
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For any w/ there is either some ty < w, and a path -> w/ in 2 or some

Vy// > Wj and a path tw/j": v/" -> w/ in 2 or both, in which case we must have

7*" y ' + 1- The /? x g-matrix tu corresponding to L [/, /'] has all its entries 0,

except for those just described.

In the special case

^ «1 «2 ^ «3 «4
ß 1 ^2^ 3 -< 4 s-5,

the matrices to be considered are

(ai), («2), («3), (au),

(ai «2), (<*2 °«3),

7. Tangent spaces

Let Af belong to Cm (£). The main aim of this section is to describe the tangent space

^ terms of selfextensions of the module Af.
The tangent space ^ can be identified with the space of 1-cocycles

Z^(A^, Af), that is, with the set of ä;-linear maps Z: ^4 -> Mj(^) with the prop-
erty that Z(öiö2) Af(ai)Z(fl2) + Z(a 1)^(^2) for any <21, <22 £ Z. Note that from
a 1-cocycle Z we obtain a module structure on 0 given by

pV Z\ _ pV(a) Z(a)\
0 iVy (0 W(a)/

and that the sequence

\0/ /TV z\ 0 0

is exact.
The tangent space can be identified with the space of 1-coboundaries

©^(Af, Af) {/z • A7 — ACA;A G Mj (£)}. By [9], Proposition 1.1, the map </9 induces

an isomorphism, called Voigt's isomorphism,

Ext^(iV,iV).

Since 7^v,a< ^ Tbw./v c 7^,jy the tangent space T^/v corresponds to a

subspace of Zj[(Af, Af) containing B^(Af, Af), which we now describe.
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Let .F and F' be complete sets of pairwise non-isomorphic indecomposable
modules X and X' such that [W, X] [M, X] and [X', /V] [X', M], respectively.
Set

{[CT: 0 -* Z -» IE -* r -* 0]~ e Ext^(E, Z); Ä<,(A) 0 for all lef}
{[ct : 0 -> Z -> IE -> E -> 0]~ e Ext^(7, Z); <^(A') 0 for all A' e F'}.

for two ^4-modules 7, Z, where

Sa (A) dim* Honu(Z © E, X) - dim^ Hoitu(1E, A),

^(A') dimfc Honu(A', 7 © Z) - dim* Hom^(X', IE).

Note that the pushout or pullback of an exact sequence in f? belongs to f? again. As
a consequence, f?(—, —) is a Z:-subfunctor of Ext^(—, —).

Proposition 7.1. For A E Vbzg/A zsoraorpZzzsra restr/cts to on zsoraorpZzzsra

The following corollary is an immediate consequence.

Corollary 7.2. L<?t iVfeß pomt o/0m- 7Zz<?n codim(M, A) < dim^ f?(A, A), ond
egzzoZz/y ZzoZds z/ond onZy z/A zs o regz/Zor poznt o/t^-

By definition, codim(M, A) dim 0^ — dim 0^.
We will prove Proposition 7.1 in several steps. We begin by characterizing the

tangent space to the scheme at some matrix A e ^x# (^) as a subspace of the

tangent space of M^x# at A, which we identify with M^x^(Z:).

Lemma 7.3. Fzv r < /?, g, onJ cZzoose o motr/x A E TZzen

Froo/ The algebraic group scheme GL^ x GL^ acts on M^x# via (g, /z) * A'
g-A'-/z~\ and weknowthat A g-( ^ q)-/z~* for someg E GL^(F),/z E GL^(/:),
where s rk A. As the tangent space to at g • A' • Zz~* is g • ^
suffices to prove the claim for A (^ ®).

It is obviously true for s < r. In case s r, we decompose

S(E,Z)

Mpxg (&)

{D GM„(fc); rk(££) 2r} */rkX r.

z/ rk A < r,
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into blocks; the size of Du is s x s. A straightforward computation yields that

But note that

rk r; rJ rkc;)
/lr 0 öll ^12^

0 0 ^21 ^22
0 0 lr 0

v° 0 0 0 /
2r + rk D22.

So rk (^ ^) 2r if and only if D22 0, and the lemma is established.

Let a be a /? x g-matrix with coefficients in Z, set L Coker v^, and fix Af G

Mapping the exact sequence

r<2^ ^ X« > L 0

to a module TV' G mod^ (/:) and identifying Hom^(^4, Af) with Af, we see that

rk Af (a) + dim^ Hoiru (L, Af) gt/'. (7.1)

Corollary 7.4. Lfamg no/fons m/rodwced, we /zave space

(1) ^ prov/ded dim^ Hom^(L, Af) < dim^ Hoiru(L, Af);

(2) {Z G ; dim^ Hom^(L, (^ ^)) 2 dim^ Hom^(L, Af)} prov/ded

dim^ Hom^ (L, Af) dim^ Hom^ (L, Af).

Proo/ Rememberthat

(V ^ ^
Using (7.1), the corollary is a direct consequence of Lemma 7.3 and the fact that

< £)<0=*(T SS)-

Now Proposition 7.1 is easy to prove. Indeed, we have

=n^.^'
where the intersection is taken over representatives L of all isomorphism classes of
^4-modules which are finitely presented, or, by Lemma 3.4, even finite dimensional.
In case dim^ Hom^(L, Af) < dim^ Hom^(L, Af), this gives no restriction. The
condition dim^ Hom^(L, Af) dim^ Hom^(L, Af) is equivalent to L G add 5^' by
definition, and having the equality

dimfc Horrig (l (^ f)) 2 dim^ Horrig (L, AT)

for all L G add 5^' is equivalent to ^(Z) G f?(Af, Af).
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8. Singular loci

In this last section, we assume A to be representation finite, except for the final
remark and example. All A-modules considered will be finite dimensional, and we
fix Af e mod^(/:), A e 0m- We denote the Auslander-Reiten quiver of A by
In order to study the singularity of Cm at A, we need some definitions and some

preliminary results on source and sink maps, also called approximations by some
authors.

We define the shadow S of the degeneration from M to A to be the set of all
meshes in which Start in a Vertex A ^ 5% or equivalently which stop in a Vertex
A' ^ the shadow Scr of an exact sequence er of A-modules consists of all meshes

of with starting vertex 7 with <5<j(F) > 0 or equivalently with ending vertex 7'
with <5^.(7') > 0. We call an exact sequence

a: 0 ^ Z ^7 >- 0

fit for (Af, A) if its class [er] belongs to f?(7, Z), or equivalently if Scr ^ £ or

^(X) 0 for all X <=

For an A-moduleZ, we call a morphism / : Z -> 17 a universal morphism from
Z to add if 17 G add and any morphism from Z to some 17' e add factors

through /. It is easy to see that universal morphisms from Z to add exist. Such

a morphism is necessarily injective as all injective indecomposables belong to 57 A
universal morphism / : Z -> 17 is called a source map if any endomorphism ^9 of 17

for which </9 o / is still universal is invertible. A source map /z : Z -> 17z is unique
up to isomorphism, and it is characterized by the fact that the morphism 17z 7z
in the exact sequence

erz • 0 >- Z —7z ^ 7z >- 0

is radical.
Sink maps from add 5^' to some module 7 are defined dually. We will denote the

exact sequence obtained from a sink map J7y -> 7 from add 5^' to 7 by

CTy : 0 ^ t/y Wy ^ 7 0

Lemma 8.1. Lef 7, Z
(1) 77*e segwences erz ßnJ cr^ (Af, A).
(2) M<z/?/?zng 7 o*z, o&fazn an exact

0 -> Hom(7, Z) -> Horn(7, J7z) -> Hom(7, 7z) -> S(7, Z) -> 0.

(3) M<z/?/?zng cr^ Z, we o&fam an exact

0 -* Hom(7, Z) -* Hom(Ry, Z) -* Hom(C/y, Z) -* g(7, Z) -* 0.
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(4) We Zzave So- c and Sq- ^ exact segaeace er wzYA [er] E f? (7, Z).

Proo/ Statement (1) holds by definition. For (2), note that the pullback of <tz under

any morphism in Hom(7, Fz) will still have a Splitting pushout under any morphism
from Z toi e add .P and thus belongs to f? (7, Z). By the definition of <rz, any
exact sequence er with [er] E f? (7, Z) is a pullback of erz- The proof of (3) is dual,
and (4) follows from (2) and (3) as shadows cannot grow under pushouts nor under

pullbacks.

As an immediate consequence we obtain the following corollary.

Corollary 8.2. dim* g(K, Z) ^ (Z) ^ (Z).

Lemma 8.3. For an A-raocZaZe Z eZze/oZZow/ag proper/fes are ega/vaZea/v

(1) X <= add 5%

(2) (-, X) 0.

(3) g(JVJ) 0.

There is a dual Statement characterizing Z' e add .F'.

Proo/ The implications from (1) to (2) and from (2) to (3) are immediate. In order
to show that (3) implies (1), it is enough to prove the inclusion S c in fact

then both shadows coincide as erjy is fit for (Af, A). By [16] there is a short exact

sequence

ex: 0 ^Z' >- Z' © M »0.

By the definition of 5^, we know that S. Therefore [er] E f?(A, Z'), which
implies that S c S by Lemma 8.1 (4).

Lemma 8.4. TTze/oZZow/ag coacZ/e/oas are ega/vaZea/v

(1) Z?eZoags eo add(,F'),

(2) C/y Z?eZoags eo add(.F')/or any raocZaZe 7,

(3) Fv Z?eZoags eo add(J^),

(4) Fz Z?eZoags eo add(.F)/or aay raocZaZe Z.

Proo/ Obviously (2) implies (1) and (4) implies (3). Thus, up to duality, it suffices

to show that (1) implies (4). Let Z be a module. As JFz e add .F and 1F^ E add .F',
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the exact sequences cr^ and <tz induce the following commutative diagram with exact

rows and columns:

Horrig Wz) >- Hom^ (£/*, Wz) >- 0

Hom^(, Iz) —^ Hom^(t/*• Kz) >- 6(TV, Kz) >- 0

0 S(t/*,Z).
As L//v belongs to add by our hypothesis, /3 is surjective. Then a is surjective as

well, thus f?(A, Fz) 0, which implies Fz £ add by Lemma 8.3.

We are now ready to give a first characterization of the regularity Cm at A.

Proposition 8.5. 77z£ scZzerae Cm A regwZar A z/aneZ onZy z/f? (Af, Af) {0} amZ

o/TAe egwZvaZ^ cond/rions Zn Lemma 8.4 ZzoZeZs.

Proo/ We compute the difference dim^ f? (A, A) — codim(M, A). Observe that

codim(M,TV) 5^(TV) + 5m,w(M).

By Corollary 8.2,

dimfc S(iV, TV) - dim* g(TV, M) 5^ (TV) - 5^ (M)

^Af,7v(^V ® ^0 ~~

5^(1^©#),
dimfc 8^, M) - dimfc g(M, M) 5^ (TV) - 5^ (M)

5M,AK-M © KM) — 5m,JV(WM)

5m,jv(M © KM).

Thus

dim* g(TV, A0 - codim(M, TV) dirn^ g(M, M) + 5^(Liv) + 5m,w(Km).

By Corollary 7.2, the scheme Cm is regulär at A if and only if S (Af, Af) 0

and 5^(t/jv) 5m,wO'm) 0. As by Lemma 8.4 5^(£/jv) 0 forces

<5m,tv(Fm) 0, our claimfollows.

Lemma 8.6. Asswrae ^Zzotf f?(Af, Af) 0. TAen Cm Zs sZngwZar A z/amZ onZy z/
^Aere emfa an ZneZ^coraposaAZe [/ swcA Z/zzzZ ^Ae

xzzZZxyz^x ^/oZZtfwZng coneZZAorrs:
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(1) 77z£ represenfarföft F^/ A /mAcoraposaWe.

(2) 77z£ raorpZzAra g: IFt/ -> Fe/ A a sin# map/rora add fo Ff/.

(3) 7/TAe raesZz sfoppmg mdecompos'ß&Ze F Z^Zongs to Scrt/, F ^ 3L

Proo/ We first prove that Cm is Singular at ZV if these conditions hold. Note that <j£/

does not split, asl/ G F would imply Ff/ 0, but Ff/ is indecomposable. Therefore
the mesh stopping at Fe/ belongs to and condition (3) implies Fe/ ^ 3L The
claim then follows from Proposition 8.5 as condition (4) in Lemma 8.4 is violated.

In order to show the converse implication, observe that the surjection JF# -> F#
factors through the sink map 0: C -> F^ from addJ^ to F#. In particular 0 is

surjective and we obtain the following commutative diagram with exaet rows:

cr/v : 0 > ZV > fFv > F^v > 0

<P: 0 » ß » C —^ 1/v > 0.

Thus <79 is fit for (ZW, ZV), being a pushout of cr/y. A decomposition of F# into a direct
sum of submodules yields a corresponding decomposition of ^ as a direct sum. We
choose a direct summand of <p:

>?: 0 ^[/ — >• 0

such that F is indecomposable and does not belong to add(J^). As g is radical, /
is a source map from 1/ to add 3L But a source map from a decomposable module
has a decomposable cokernel, and therefore 1/ must be indecomposable and 77 is

isomorphic to cre/.

Finally, suppose the mesh stopping at some indecomposable F belongs to
Equivalently, we have <5^(F) 7^ 0. If F belongs to 5^, any morphism from F to F
factors through g, and thus <5^(F) 0, because g is a sink map from add to F.
Our last claim follows.

Lemma 8.7. Asswrae ^Zzotf aZgefera A A d/rectoeZ arni cons/eZ^r exaet segwence
77/rora Lemma 8.6. TTzen codim(IF, [/ 0 F) 1.

Proa/ Since?7isfitfor(ZW,ZV)andIFbelongstoadd(^),wehave^(IF) 0. Since
C/ andF are indecomposable and Aisdirected,Ext^(L/, [/) {0} andEnd^(F) ~ A.

We conclude from the long exaet sequences

0 -> Hom^(£/, £/) -> Hom^(17, IT) -> Hornel/, F) -> Ext^(£/, 17),

0 -* Horru(F, 17) -» Honu(F JF) -» Honu(F F) -* g(F, I/) -* 0

induced by 77 that <^(C/) 0 and <5^(F) 1. Thus

codim(JF, 17 0 F) «^(17 0 F) + <$„(JF) 1.
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We end this section with a few remarks on singularities.

Remark 8.8. For a finitely generated algebra A and Af e mod^(/:), we have a

chain of inclusions of schemes 0m ^ (^Af)red ^ Cm- Fix Af G 0m, and let us

compare regularity at TV for 0m, (Cm) red, and Cm- Clearly, if Cm is regulär at Af,
the subscheme (Cm) red will be as well. Remember that in Example 3.7 we have that
O^A/Ored ®Af and that the tangent space of 0m (and thus of (Cm) red) at Af is a

proper subspace of • So there might be cases where Cm is Singular at Af while
O^Af )red is regulär at that point.

As 0m is an irreducible component of (CM)red by Proposition 1 of [4], we have

that regularity of (Cm)red at Af implies regularity of 0m at Af. The following sim-

plified version of Carlson's example shows that the reverse implication is false.

Example 8.9. Let g be the quiver

a y
1 T2—r 3

and let / be the ideal generated by 5a, y/3 and ya — <5/3. Consider the representations

(») (i o) 21 (i)
AT /c > > /c Ca 0 ^ /c s

ß)
(o 1) (0) (A)

and

04 (o)
L/x & > /c > 0

(1) (0)

for A, /x G C It is not difficult to see and can be found in [14] that 0m and the
closure of Ua,^gä; GW (£) * (Ca © W) are irreducible components of Cm and that

they intersect in the closure of UagA GL^(ä:) * (Ca © L-a), where (1,2,1).
So Cm is singular at Af Ci 0 L_i.

On the other hand, a computation shows that the morphism given by

*i ]

*2j (Zl Z2)

A2/

*1 X2 Ji
—^2 G ^2 —^1,
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is an isomorphism from 0^ to the variety of 2 x 4-matrices of rank at most
1, which has a Single singularity at 0, the image of the semisimple representation.
Hence 0m is regulär at AC
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